BE CREATIVE.

MAKE IT REAL.
At 3M Architectural Markets, we’re committed to making sure nothing gets in the way of your extraordinary designs. Use our innovative lighting, surface, and other products out of the box or make them your own by applying finishes to fixtures or illumination to films. Everything we make is not only inspiring, but also as beautiful as you want, and as tough as you need. So go ahead, dream big.

500+ FINISHES
Use them alone or in combination, over flat or curving surfaces, cut to shape or across an expanse – 3M™ DI-NOC™ Architectural Finishes bring surfaces alive.

MORE THAN FORTY GLASS FINISHES
Give glass dimension, texture or color with 3M Fasara™ Glass Finishes.

LINES CURVES HOOPS DOMES
Take light in a whole new direction with our stunning fixtures, mix and match components, sustainable sources, and innovative 3M™ Sunlight Delivery System.

LIMITLESS POSSIBILITIES
At 3M Architectural Markets, we’re committed to making sure nothing gets in the way of your extraordinary designs. Use our innovative lighting, surface, and other products out of the box or make them your own by applying finishes to fixtures or illumination to films. Everything we make is not only inspiring, but also as beautiful as you want, and as tough as you need. So go ahead, dream big.
Start fresh or re-fresh

Whether you’re working with a blank slate or trying to breathe new life into an existing space, 3M products are there to help you design the experience you want. From high drama to subtle and sophisticated or anything in between, our decorative finishes and fixtures help you create an environment that draws people in and makes them want to come back.

AIR by 3M™
Hang one or a cluster to create a dramatic statement with wide bands of light. Efficient, replaceable LED sources combined with proprietary 3M technology create an exceptionally even, luminous glow.

3M DI-NOC Architectural Finishes
Give space a gentle glow, or create another unique effect using patterned finishes on a back lit panel.

Get the look of wood and meet code restrictions on flammable material usage by covering any surface with beautiful, easy-care, wood grain patterned finishes.

Whether flat or curved, use 3M DI-NOC Architectural Finishes to bring dimension and life to interior spaces.
Take light anywhere you want to go using our system of 11 slender, lightweight, connectable lighting pieces. Efficient, replaceable LED sources combined with proprietary 3M technology create an exceptionally even, luminous glow.

3M DI-NOC Architectural Finishes

Put it up or change it out as quickly as seasons and fashions evolve – these finishes go on and come back off easily.

Coordinate, contrast or customize walls and displays with high gloss colors, metallics, patterns and graphics as style or whim dictates.

The effects you want, for far less than you thought

Work with 3M, and budget can be far less of a constraint. It’s not just that our products are reasonably priced to begin with, they’re also durable, abrasion-resistant, and cleanable, perfect for retail, healthcare, hospitality and workplace settings. And our lighting fixtures use long-lasting, cost-effective LED sources.
Our commitment is to develop products that allow you to design space exactly the way you imagine it. We are dedicated to innovation because it helps designers do more. Technological advancements have allowed us to make our products tougher, easy-to-install, industry-specific, flexible, and beautiful. But our products also enhance your creativity by giving you new ways to use finishes and fixtures to bring space to life.
Naturally dynamic light and space

A well-designed workplace is also healthier, encourages collaboration, enhances creativity and makes people more productive. This is why we make products that bring natural light deep into building interiors, make it easy to divide space, give employees more privacy, and in general create a more attractive place to get the job done.

3M Sunlight Delivery System
Bring a little of the outdoors in. This system actively tracks, captures, and transports the sun’s natural, full visible spectrum daylight into the interior spaces of buildings. The Sunlight Delivery System is capable of multiple balanced light fixtures from a small singular rooftop penetration, delivering sunlight to top floors and beyond.

3M Fasara Glass Finishes
Create distraction bands, increase privacy, or create texture with long-lasting adhesive finishes in dozens of colors and designs.

3M™ Wall Panels featuring DI-NOC™ Architectural Finishes
Install architectural details with super simple, pre-fabricated panels made from 100% recycled wood fibers. These panels can be covered in hundreds of different finishes for easy installation.
LIGHTFALLS by 3M™ Architectural Markets + Todd Bracher

This modular architectural lighting system uses proprietary technology to create virtual LEDs from a single source. Whether arranged as a cluster, line, or organic shape, they offer a stunning effect when on and reflect the room when off.

3M DI-NOC Architectural Finishes

Create a more durable surface by using solid color finishes that stand up to dings, bumps, and even harsh cleaners better than paint. Combine colors with custom shapes to create bold graphics on flat and curved surfaces.

3M Fasara Glass Finishes

Create distinctive privacy barriers through light and texture with long-lasting adhesive finishes in dozens of colors and designs.

3M Crystal Glass Finishes

Add some shimmer to space with Dusted or Frosted Finishes that can be fabricated into custom graphics and applied on glass, acrylic, or polycarbonate.

Beautiful can be practical and lasting

A space must do good, not just look good. That’s why so many of our products are low VOC, use the most energy-efficient light sources, and may contribute to LEED certification. Of course, our products also make it easy and effective to refresh, remodel, and design for durability, some of the most intelligent choices you can make.
With 3M Architectural Markets, every surface, every space is an opportunity. What will you bring to life today?